
Englisch G-Kurs Jahrgang 7 (KYR) (Lösungen I vom 16.03.20 – bis 20.03.20) 

 

Liebe Schülerinnen und Schüler, 

hier sind die Lösungen zu den Aufgaben der ersten Quarantänewoche 16.03.20 – 

20.03.20. 

Bitte benutzt für die Korrektur einen roten oder grünen Stift.    

 

TB p. 107, ex. 11a 

1. The light bulb was invented by Thomas Edison. It was invented in 1879. 

2. The dishwasher was invented by Josephine Cochrane. It was invented in 1879. 

3. The matches were invented by John Walker. They were invented in 1826. 

4. Chocolate chip cookies were invented by Ruth Wakefield. They were invented in 1930. 

5. The car was invented by Karl Benz. It was invented in 1876. 

6. The television was invented by Philo Farnsworth. It was invented in 1928. 

7. The telephone was invented by Alexander Graham Bell. It was invented in 1876. 

8. The computer was invented by John Mauchly and John Eckert. It was invented in 1945. 

 

TB p. 107, ex. 11b 

1. My computer was made in China. 

2. My shoes were made in Italy. 

3. My cup was made in Taiwan. 

4. My piano was made in the USA. 

5. My car was made in Germany. 

 

TB p. 112, ex. P10 

a) Verbs (15): invent, teach, decorate, celebrate, train, imagine, present, report, drive, dream, 

work, invite, sing, ride, play 

 

Nouns (21): player, dreamer, teacher, invitation, train, reporter, worker, imagination, singer, 

driver, decoration, presentation, rider, present, report, invention, celebration, dream, work, 

trainer, play       

 b) 

Verbs Nouns 

invent invention 

teach teacher 

decorate decoration 

celebrate celebration 

train trainer 

imagine imagination 



present presentation 

report reporter 

drive driver 

dream dreamer 

work worker 

invite invitation 

sing singer 

ride rider 

play player 

 

 

TB p. 113, ex. P11 

1. The stamp was invented by James Chalmer. It was invented in Scotland, in 1838.  

2. The microwave was invented by Percy Spencer. It was invented in the USA, in 1946. 

3. The bike was invented by Karl Drais. It was invented in Germany, in 1817. 

4. The zip was invented by Whitcomb Judson in the USA, in 1893. 

 

TB p. 113, ex. P12 

1. Made 

2. Opened 

3. Called 

4. Written 

5. Spoken 

6. Eaten 

 

WB p. 80, ex. 12 

1. Microwave 

2. Television 

3. Zip 

4. Matches 

5. Computer (NB: hier gibt es einen Fehler, es fehlt ein Kästchen oben) 

 

WB p. 78-79, ex. 9 

b) A popular attraction, The history of the museum, The early days, A time of change, Modern times, 

So many things, Most exciting objects 

d)  

1. The Museum of Science was opened in 1885. It was before the South Kensington Museum and it 

wasn’t all about science. There was a big collection of art, too. The first exhibitions weren’t very 

enjoyable. 

2. Today, there are a lot of ways to find out about science and inventions at… (usw.) 

3. Some objects are not in the museum because there is not enough room in the building. The big 

objects are in seven large sheds… (usw.)    


